Abstract
Introduction
Decision diagrams are widely used to represent functions compactly. For different types of functions, various decision diagrams have been proposed. For example, for logic functions, binary decision diagram (BDD) [1] and functional decision diagram (FDD) [7] are useful. For integer functions such as adder and multiplier, arithmetic transform decision diagram (ACDD) [16] , binary moment diagram (BMD) [2] , multiplicative BMD (*BMD) [2] , Kronecker multiplicative BMD (K*BMD) [5] , and Taylor expansion diagram (TED) [3] are compact. And, for complex matrices, quantum multiple-valued decision diagram (QMDD) [9] has been proposed recently.
This paper proposes a method to represent elementary functions [10] such as trigonometric, logarithmic, square root, and reciprocal functions using decision diagrams. In [15] , we used the property that elementary functions can be expanded into polynomial functions, and we represented elementary functions using BMDs for polynomials. In this paper, however, we use the property that elementary functions are monotone functions on the standard domain, and we represent elementary functions using decision diagrams for monotone functions. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that edge-valued multi-valued decision diagrams (EVMDDs) represent elementary functions more compactly than BMDs.
Number Representation and Precision

Definition 1 Let B = {0, 1}, Z be the set of the integers, and R be the set of the real numbers. An n-input m-output logic function is a mapping: B n → B m , an integer function is Z → Z, and a real function is R → R.
Definition 2 A value X represented by the binary fixed-point representation is denoted by X = (x n int−1 x n int−2 . . . 2 , where x i ∈ {0, 1}, n int is the number of bits for the integer part, and n f rac is the number of bits for the fractional part of X. This is the two's complement representation.
Definition 3
Precision is the total number of bits for a binary fixed-point representation. Specially, n-bit precision specifies that n bits are used to represent the number; that is, n = n int + n f rac. In this paper, an n-bit precision function f (X) means that the input variable X has n-bit precision.
By fixed-point representation, we can convert an n-bit precision real valued function into an n-input m-output logic function. The logic function can be converted into an integer function by considering binary vectors as integers. That is, we can convert an n-bit precision real valued function into an integer function: P n → P m , where P n = {0, 1, . . ., 2 n − 1} and P m = {0, 1, . . ., 2 m − 1}. In this paper, elementary functions are converted into integer functions by using n-bit fixed-point representation, unless stated 
otherwise. And, for simplicity, x 0 denotes the least significant bit in the fixed-point representation of X. [4] is an extension of the BDD, and represents an integer function. In the MTBDD, the terminal nodes are labeled by integers. x 0 
Definition 5 A multi-terminal BDD (MTBDD)
Definition 6 An edge-valued BDD (EVBDD) [8] is an extension of the BDD, and represents an integer function. An EVBDD consists of only one terminal node representing 0 and non-terminal nodes with 1-edges having integer weights. In a reduced EVBDD, each node represents
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Definition 7 A binary moment diagram (BMD) [2] is a rooted DAG representing an integer function. The BMD is obtained by repeatedly applying the arithmetic transform
expansion f = f 0 + x i ( f 1 − f 0 ) to
the integer function. The BMD consists of terminal nodes representing the arithmetic coefficients, and non-terminal nodes representing the arithmetic transform expansions. Each non-terminal node has two edges corresponding to two terms: f 0 and x
For more detail on these decision diagrams, refer to [13] . Fig. 2(a) 
Example 2 Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) show the MTBDD, the BMD, and the EVBDD for the 3-bit precision sin(X) in Table 1(c). In
(X) : I → Z such that 0 ≤ f (X +1)− f (X) ≤ p
Theorem 1 For an n-bit precision Mp-monotone increasing function f (X), the number of nodes in the EVBDD is at most
where k is the largest integer satisfying 2 n−k ≥ (p + 1) 2 k −1 , and the variable order of the EVBDD is x n−1 , x n−2 , . . . , x 0 (from the root node to the terminal node).
(Proof) See Appendix. (End of Example) Table 3 compares the numbers of nodes in MTBDDs, BMDs, and EVBDDs for 16-bit precision elementary functions. In the column labeled with "Type of functions" of Table 3 , Mp denotes an Mp-monotone increasing function, while Mp + denotes a linear transformation of an Mpmonotone increasing function.
Example 3
Standard elementary functions such as trigonometric and logarithmic functions on 0 ≤ X < 1 are M1 or M2-monotone increasing functions. Thus, as shown in Table 2 , the upper bounds on the number of nodes in their EVBDDs are small. From Table 3 , we can see that the upper bounds are smaller than the numbers of nodes in their MTBDDs and BMDs. When EVBDDs are partitioned into two parts as shown in Fig. A.1 , for many elementary functions, 1) the upper part does not form a complete binary tree, and 2) the lower part represents only a subset of the Mp-monotone increasing functions. Therefore, the numbers of nodes in EVBDDs for elementary functions are smaller than the upper bounds, and they are much smaller than the numbers of nodes in the MTBDDs and BMDs.
Edge-Valued MDD
This section expands EVBDDs shown in the previous section into multi-valued decision diagrams to represent elementary functions more compactly.
Figure 3. Conversion of EVBDD nodes into an EVMDD node.
Definition 9
For an n-bit precision integer X, let {X} be the set of binary variables in X. If [11, 12] . In the following, the heterogeneous MDD is simply denoted by the MDD.
Definition 10 A multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) is a rooted DAG representing a multi-valued input integer function. The MDD is obtained by repeatedly applying the Shannon expansion to the multi-valued input integer function [6]. It consists of terminal nodes representing function values and non-terminal nodes representing multi-valued variables. Each non-terminal node has multiple outgoing edges that correspond to the values of multi-valued variable. When an MDD represents a function for which multivalued variables have different domains, it is a heterogeneous MDD
Definition 11 An edge-valued MDD (EVMDD) is an extension of the MDD, and represents a multi-valued input integer function. It consists of one terminal node representing 0 and non-terminal nodes with edges having integer weights, and 0-edges always have zero weights.
As shown in Fig. 3 , an EVMDD is obtained by grouping non-terminal nodes in an EVBDD according to the partition of X.
Example 5 Fig. 4 shows EVMDDs for the 3-bit precision sin(X). In Fig. 4(a) , X = (
On the other hand, in Fig. 4(b) , it is partitioned into X 1 = (x 1 x 0 ) 2 and X 2 = (x 2 ) 2 . To obtain the function value f = 5 for X = (101) 2 , in Fig. 4(a) , we traverse the EVMDD using X 1 = 1 and X 2 = 2, and obtain the function value by summing the weights of the traversed edges. In Fig. 4(b) , we traverse the EVMDD using X 1 = 1 and X 2 = 1, and obtain the function value f = 5.
(End of Example) Table 3 used the number of nodes to compare the sizes of three types of decision diagrams. However, comparing just the number of nodes in an EVMDD with them is nonsense because non-terminal nodes in an EVMDD are obtained by grouping non-terminal nodes in an EVBDD. Thus, this section introduces another measure, memory size, for meaningful comparison of different types of decision diagrams.
Definition 12 The memory size of a decision diagram is the number of words needed to represent all non-terminal nodes in the decision diagram in a memory, where each attribute requires one word.
Since each non-terminal node in a BMD has three attributes: an index of binary variable used for the arithmetic transform expansion, and two pointers for edges, it requires three words. Thus, the memory size of a BMD is 3 × (Number of non-terminal nodes in the BMD).
Similarly, since each non-terminal node in an EVBDD has four attributes: an index of binary variable used for the Shannon expansion, two pointers for 0 and 1-edges, and a weight of 1-edge, the memory size of an EVBDD is 4 × (Number of non-terminal nodes in the EVBDD).
Each non-terminal node in an EVMDD may have different number of edges, depending on the domain of multi-valued variable represented by the node. Each non-terminal node representing p i -valued variable has 2p i attributes: an index of p i -valued variable X i , p i pointers for edges, and p i − 1 weights of edges except for 0-edge. When the number of multi-valued variables is u, and each variable X i is p i -valued variable, the memory size of an EVMDD is
where w i denotes the number of non-terminal nodes for X i in the EVMDD. 
Example 6
The memory size of the BMD in Fig. 2(b) is 3 × 4 = 12. The memory size of the EVBDD in Fig. 2(c) When we represent an integer function f (X) using an EVMDD by a partition of X, the memory size of the EVMDD depends on the partition of X as shown in Example 6. In this paper, to find the partition of X that minimizes the memory size, we used the algorithm for heterogeneous MDDs proposed in [11, 12] . Table 4 compares the numbers of non-terminal nodes and memory sizes of BMDs, EVBDDs, and EVMDDs for 16-bit precision elementary functions. Since non-terminal nodes in EVBDDs have weighted 1-edges, the memory size of each non-terminal node in an EVBDD is larger than that of a non-terminal node in the BMD. However, by using weighted edges, to represent an elementary function, an EVBDD requires many fewer nodes than the BMD, and thus an EVBDD requires smaller memory size than the BMD. In an EVMDD, the memory size of each nonterminal node becomes larger than that of a non-terminal node in the EVBDD, but the number of nodes becomes much smaller than that in the EVBDD. Thus, an EVMDD requires smaller memory size than the EVBDD. Table 4 shows that, on average, EVMDDs require only 11% of memory size needed for BMDs, and only 69% of memory size needed for EVBDDs.
Conclusion and Comments
This paper has presented a new class of integer functions, called an Mp-monotone increasing function, and derived an upper bound on the number of nodes in an EVBDD for the Mp-monotone increasing function. The upper bound shows that EVBDDs represent Mp-monotone increasing functions or their linear transformations more compactly than MTBDDs and BMDs when p is small. By converting integer functions into multi-valued input integer functions, and representing them by EVMDDs, memory sizes needed for decision diagrams can be reduced further. Experimental results show that EVMDDs represent elementary functions more compactly than BMDs and EVBDDs.
EVBDDs form a subset of K*BMDs [5] and factored EVBDDs (FEVBDDs) [19] that allow additive and multiplicative edge weights. Thus, K*BMDs and FEVBDDs also represent elementary functions compactly. However, function evaluations using them are more complex than those using EVBDDs. In EVBDDs, we can evaluate functions only by summing the weights of the edges traversed from the root node to the terminal node. This evaluation method can be realized with a simple hardware using a memory and an adder. Since EVMDDs have shorter paths and smaller memory size than EVBDDs, EVMDDs are promising for fast and compact elementary function generators.
